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1. Introduction
The numerical integration of systems of ordinary differential equations
with oscillatory solutions has been the subject of research during the past
decades. This type of ODEs is often met in real problems, like the N-body
problem and the Schro¨dinger equation.
There are some special techniques for optimizing numerical methods.
Trigonometrical fitting and phase-fitting are some of them, producing meth-
ods with variable coefficients, which depend on v = ωh, where ω is the
dominant frequency of the problem and h is the step length of integration.
For example Raptis and Allison have developed a two-step exponentially-
fitted method of order four in [19] and Kalogiratou and Simos have con-
structed a two-step P-stable exponentially-fitted method of order four in
[13]. Also Panopoulos, Anastassi and Simos have constructed two optimized
eight-step methods with high or infinite order of phase-lag in [16].
Some other notable multistep methods for the numerical solution of oscil-
lating IVPs have been developed by Chawla and Rao in [6], who produced a
three-stage, two-Step P-stable method with minimal phase-lag and order six
and by Henrici in [9], who produced a four-step symmetric method of order
six. Also some recent research work in numerical methods can be found in
[1], [2], [3], [15], [24], [12], [23], [4], [5], [10], [21], [22] and [17].
Trigonometrically fitted methods of high trigonometric order are well
known for their high efficiency in the integration of the Schro¨dinger equation,
especially when using a high value of energy. However higher trigonometric
order is not rendering them more efficient for all types of oscillatory prob-
lems. On the other hand, phase-lag does not give us the opportunity to
provide such methods, that for example perform well when integrating the
Schro¨dinger equation for high values of energy.
In this paper we present a methodology for optimizing numerical meth-
ods, through the use of phase-lag and its derivatives with respect to v.
More specifically, given a classical (i.e. with constant coefficients) numer-
ical method, we can provide a family of optimized methods, each of which
has zero {PL} or zero {PL and PL′} or zero {PL, PL′ and PL′′} etc.
With this new technique we provide methods that perform well during
the integration of the Schro¨dinger equation for high values of energy, but also
that perform well on other real problems with oscillatory solution, like the
N-body problem.
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2. Phase-lag and stability analysis of symmetric multistep methods
For the numerical solution of the initial value problem
y′′ = f(x, y) (1)








with m steps can be used over the equally spaced intervals {xi}mi=0 ∈ [a, b]
and h = |xi+1 − xi|, i = 0(1)m− 1.
If the method is symmetric then ai = am−i and bi = bm−i, i = 0(1)⌊m2 ⌋.









where u ∈ C2.
Definition 1. The multistep method (3) is called algebraic of order p if
the associated linear operator L vanishes for any linear combination of the
linearly independent functions 1, x, x2, . . . , xp+1.
When a symmetric 2k-step method, that is for i = −k(1)k, is applied to
the scalar test equation
y′′ = −ω2y (4)
a difference equation of the form
Ak(v)yn+k + ... + A1(v)yn+1 + A0(v)yn
+A1(v)yn−1 + ...+ Ak(v)yn−k = 0 (5)
is obtained, where v = ωh, h is the step length and A0(v), A1(v), . . ., Ak(v)
are polynomials of v.
The characteristic equation associated with (5) is
Ak(v)s
k + ...+ A1(v)s+ A0(v) + A1(v)s
−1 + ... + Ak(v)s
−k = 0 (6)
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Theorem 1. [20] The symmetric 2k-step method with characteristic equa-
tion given by (6) has phase-lag order q and phase-lag constant c given by
−cvq+2+O(vq+4) = 2Ak(v) cos(kv) + ... + 2Aj(v) cos(jv) + ...+ A0(v)
2k2Ak(v) + ...+ 2j2Aj(v) + ...+ 2A1(v)
(7)
The formula proposed from the above theorem gives us a direct method
to calculate the phase-lag of any symmetric 2k- step method.
The characteristic equation has m characteristic roots λi, i = 0(1)m− 1.
Definition 2. [14] If the characteristic roots satisfy the conditions |λi| 6
1, i = 0(1)m−1 for all s = θh, then we say that the method is unconditionally
stable.
Definition 3. [14] If the characteristic roots satisfy the conditions λ1 =
eI φ(s), λ2 = e
−I φ(s) |λi| 6 1, i = 3(1)m − 1 for all s < s0, where s = θh
and φ(s) is a real function of s, then we say that the method has interval of
periodicity (0, s20).
Definition 4. [14] Method (2) is called P-stable if its interval of periodicity
is (0,∞).
3. Construction of the new optimized multistep methods
We consider the multistep symmetric method of Quinlan-Tremaine [18],
with eight steps and eighth algebraic order:
y4 = −y−4 − a3(y3 + y−3)− a2(y2 + y−2)− a1(y1 + y−1)
+h2 (b3(f3 + f−3) + b2(f2 + f−2) + b1(f1 + f−1) + b0f0)
(8)
where









, b0 = −50516
12096
,
yi = y(x+ ih) and fi = f(x+ ih, y(x+ ih))
(9)
We also consider the optimized method, that is based on the above one,
with zero phase-lag constructed by Panopoulos, Anastassi and Simos in [16].
The coefficients are given below:
4
b0 = −20 b3 + 601
24
, b2 = −6 b3 + 109
16








C = −192 (cos (v))4 + 192 (cos (v))3 + (96− 327 v2) (cos (v))2
+ (−120 + 404 v2) cos (v)− 137 v2 + 24
D = v2 (cos (v)− 1)3,
where v = ωh and the ai coefficients remain the same. The Taylor series














































































v12 − . . .
We want to produce three new methods that, apart from zero phase-lag,
will also have zero r derivatives of the phase-lag, where r = {1, 2, 3}. In
particular the three new methods must satisfy these equations:
• First method: {PL = 0, PL′ = 0}
• Second method: {PL = 0, PL′ = 0, PL′′ = 0}
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• Third method: {PL = 0, PL′ = 0, PL′′ = 0, PL′′′ = 0}
Since we have four free coefficients bi, i = {0, 1, 2, 3} (ai remain the same),
the rest of the coefficients for each method will be determined by the algebraic
conditions.
3.1. First optimized method with zero PL and PL′
The first method must satisfy the conditions {PL = 0, PL′ = 0}, thus
we need two coefficients to be determined by the maximum algebraic order.
We use formula (7) to compute the phase-lag and then its first derivative
in respect to v:
where v = ω h, ω is the frequency and h is the step length used.
PL =
(
96 (cos (v))4 + (−96 + 48 v2b3) (cos (v))3+
(−48 + 24 v2b2) (cos (v))2 + (60 + (125− 144 b3 − 48 b2) v2) cos (v)
−12 + (24 b2 − 95 + 96 b3) v2
)





− 4800 v (cos (v))4 + (1152 b3v − 9600 sin (v) v2 + 4800 v
−4608 sin (v) ) (cos (v))3 + (−3600 (12
25
+ v2
)(−2 + v2b3) sin (v)




































+ b3 + 1/4 b2
) )
(12 + 25 v2)
−2
The four equations to be solved are:
PL = 0, PL′ = 0, b0 = −95
6
+ 16 b3 + 6 b2, b1 =
125
12
− 9 b3 − 4 b2














(cos (v))4 − 2 (cos (v))3 + 2 cos (v)− 1) v3 and (10)
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b0,num = −288 (cos (v))6 v + 576 sin (v) (cos (v))5 + 192 (cos (v))5 v
−192 sin (v) (cos (v))4 + 190 (cos (v))4 v3 + 720 (cos (v))4 v
−120 (cos (v))3 v − 672 sin (v) (cos (v))3 + 370 (cos (v))3 v3
+168 sin (v) (cos (v))2 − 540 (cos (v))2 v + 145 (cos (v))2 v3
+168 cos (v) sin (v)− 70 cos (v) v3 − 72 cos (v) v + 108 v
−48 sin (v)− 35 v3
b1,num = −768 (cos (v))6 v + 1536 sin (v) (cos (v))5 + 192 (cos (v))5 v
+500 (cos (v))4 v3 − 192 sin (v) (cos (v))4 + 2400 (cos (v))4 v
+1000 (cos (v))3 v3 − 2112 sin (v) (cos (v))3 − 1980 (cos (v))2 v
+595 (cos (v))2 v3 + 288 sin (v) (cos (v))2 − 100 cos (v) v3
+648 cos (v) sin (v)− 192 cos (v) v + 348 v − 195 v3 − 168 sin (v)
b2,num = −96 (cos (v))6 v + 192 sin (v) (cos (v))5 − 192 (cos (v))5 v
+192 sin (v) (cos (v))4 + 624 (cos (v))4 v + 216 (cos (v))3 v
−480 sin (v) (cos (v))3 + 250 (cos (v))3 v3 − 612 (cos (v))2 v
+215 (cos (v))2 v3 − 72 sin (v) (cos (v))2 − 70 cos (v) v3




− 192 (cos (v))5 v + 192 sin (v) (cos (v))4 + 288 (cos (v))4 v
+192 (cos (v))3 v − 192 sin (v) (cos (v))3 − 96 sin (v) (cos (v))2
−324 (cos (v))2 v + 125 (cos (v))2 v3 + 120 cos (v) sin (v) + 60 cos (v) v3
−24 sin (v) + 36 v − 65 v3















































































3.2. Second optimized method with zero PL, PL′ and PL′′
The second method must satisfy the conditions {PL = 0, PL′ = 0, PL′′ =
0}, thus we need one coefficient to be determined by the maximum algebraic
order.
We use formula (7) to compute the phase-lag and then its first and second
derivative in respect to v:
PL =
(
16 (cos (v))4 +
(
8 b3v
2 − 16) (cos (v))3 + (4 b2v2 − 8) (cos (v))2
+ (10 + (−6 b3 + 2 b1) v2) cos (v)− 2 + (−4 b2 − 2 b1 − 2 b3 + 5) v2
)




(−16 v (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) (cos (v))4 + ((−160 + (−32 b1 − 128 b2



















(cos (v))2 + (−4 (b2v2 − 2) (5+
(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v
2) sin (v)− 40 v (3 b3 + b2)) cos (v)−
(5 + (−3 b3 + b1) v2) (5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v2) sin (v)
−8 v (3
2
b2 − b3 + b1 − 258
))





















v2 − 3200− 720 b3













































+ (2880− 3936 b3 − 384 b1) b2 − 4968 b32 + (5580− 984 b1) b3
+720 b1 − 48 b12
)

































(−624 b22 + (4280− 2268 b3 − 252 b1) b2
−1944 (b3 + 19 b1) (b3 + 19 b1 − 14027 )) v2 + 2800 + 260 b2 + 40 b1
+360 b3) (cos (v))
2 +













v sin (v) + 2187
(






























+ (−2120 + 120 b1 + 2520 b3) b2 + 3240 b32 + (−4095 + 360 b1) b3



























































b3 − b1 + 15524
))
v2

















The four equations to be solved are:
PL = 0, PL′ = 0, PL′′ = 0, b0 = 5− 2 b2 − 2 b1 − 2 b3
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, b3 = −b3,num
8D
,
where D = v4 (sin (v))4 (cos (v)− 1) and
(11)
b0,num = −6 + 25 (cos (v))3 v4 + 16 (cos (v))7 v2 − 120 (cos (v))4
−32 sin (v) v (cos (v))6 − 96 sin (v) v (cos (v))7 + 32 (cos (v))8 v2
−36 cos (v) v2 + 15 cos (v) v4 + 20 (cos (v))4 v4 − 96 (cos (v))8
+30 v4 (cos (v))2 + 20 sin (v) v − 12 v2 + 10 (cos (v))5 v4
+160 sin (v) v (cos (v))5 + 140 sin (v) v (cos (v))4
−60 sin (v) v (cos (v))3 − 134 sin (v) v (cos (v))2 + 2 sin (v) v cos (v)
+18 cos (v) + 30 (cos (v))2 − 54 (cos (v))3 + 192 (cos (v))6
+36 (cos (v))5 + 24 (cos (v))2 v2 − 64 (cos (v))6 v2 + 88 (cos (v))3 v2
−68 (cos (v))5 v2 + 20 (cos (v))4 v2
b1,num = −18 − 192 (cos (v))7 + 120 (cos (v))3 v4 + 128 (cos (v))7 v2
−480 (cos (v))4 − 320 sin (v) v (cos (v))6 − 192 sin (v) v (cos (v))7
+64 (cos (v))8 v2 − 104 cos (v) v2 + 30 cos (v) v4 + 15 v4
+60 (cos (v))4 v4 − 192 (cos (v))8 + 75 v4 (cos (v))2 + 64 sin (v) v
−40 v2 + 496 sin (v) v (cos (v))5 + 680 sin (v) v (cos (v))4
−320 sin (v) v (cos (v))3 − 418 sin (v) v (cos (v))2 + 10 sin (v) v cos (v)
+42 cos (v) + 162 (cos (v))2 − 258 (cos (v))3 + 528 (cos (v))6
+408 (cos (v))5 + 32 (cos (v))2 v2 − 176 (cos (v))6 v2 + 336 (cos (v))3 v2
−360 (cos (v))5 v2 + 120 (cos (v))4 v2
b2,num = −6 − 96 (cos (v))7 + 15 (cos (v))3 v4 + 48 (cos (v))7 v2
−84 (cos (v))4 − 128 sin (v) v (cos (v))6 − 40 cos (v) v2 + 15 cos (v) v4
+30 v4 (cos (v))2 + 20 sin (v) v − 8 v2 + 48 sin (v) v (cos (v))5
+240 sin (v) v (cos (v))4 − 48 sin (v) v (cos (v))3
−126 sin (v) v (cos (v))2 − 6 sin (v) v cos (v) + 18 cos (v) + 42 (cos (v))2
−114 (cos (v))3 + 48 (cos (v))6 + 192 (cos (v))5 + 16 (cos (v))2 v2
+128 (cos (v))3 v2 − 136 (cos (v))5 v2 − 8 (cos (v))4 v2
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b3,num = 48 (cos (v))
6 v2 − 48 (cos (v))6 + 48 (cos (v))5
−80 sin (v) v (cos (v))5 − 48 (cos (v))5 v2 + 80 sin (v) v (cos (v))4
−96 (cos (v))4 v2 + 72 (cos (v))4 + 96 (cos (v))3 v2 − 78 (cos (v))3
+104 sin (v) v (cos (v))3 − 18 (cos (v))2 − 102 sin (v) v (cos (v))2
+48 (cos (v))2 v2 + 5 v4 (cos (v))2 − 18 sin (v) v cos (v)− 48 cos (v) v2
+30 cos (v) + 10 cos (v) v4 − 6 + 16 sin (v) v + 5 v4













































































3.3. Third optimized method with zero PL, PL′, PL′′ and PL′′′
All four free coefficients of the third method will be determined by con-
ditions {PL = 0, PL′ = 0, PL′′ = 0, PL′′′ = 0}.
We use formula (7) to compute the phase-lag and then its first, second
and third derivative in respect to v:
PL =
(
16 (cos (v))4 +
(−16 + 8 b3v2) (cos (v))3 + (4 b2v2 − 8) (cos (v))2
+ (10 + (2 b1 − 6 b3) v2) cos (v)− 2 + (−2 b2 + b0) v2) /




(−16 v (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) (cos (v))4 + ((−160 + (−128 b2
−32 b1 − 288 b3) v2) sin (v) + 16
(

















(cos (v))2 + (−4 (5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v2)







cos (v)− (5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v2)





b3 − 25 b2 + 25 b1
))















































































(−768 b22 + (2880− 384 b1 − 3936 b3) b2 − 4968 b32 + (5580− 984 b1) b3
−48 b12 + 720 b1
)



















































(−624 b22 + (−252 b1 + 4280− 2268 b3) b2



































v6 − 848 (207
212















2 + (−2120 + 2520 b3 + 120 b1) b2 + 3240 b32
+ (360 b1 − 4095) b3 − 555 b1) v2 − 1325− 200 b2 − 600 b3) cos (v)















v sin (v) + 64 b2(
9
4

























































(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)
2 v4 − 1
4
(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)
(b1 − 40 + 9 b3 + 4 b2) v2 + 5 b2 + 54 b1 + 454 b3 + 25
)
(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) (cos (v))
4 + (512 (5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v
2)(
(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)
2 v4 − 9
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(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)
(

















b1 − 452 + 9 b3 + 4 b2
)



















b3 (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)
2 v6 − 2 (4 b3




2 + (328 b2 − 155 + 82 b1)
b3 + 4 (b1 + 4 b2) (b1 − 5 + 4 b2)) v2 − 50− 803 b2 − 203 b1 − 2303 b3
)
(5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v













b2 + 18 b1
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b2 (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)
















b2 − 140 b1 + 9 b12
)
v2 − 350− 15 b1 − 1952 b2 − 135 b3
)
(5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v










(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)

















b2 − 2 b1
)




















b2 + 25 b1
))
cos (v) + ((b1 − 27 b3)
(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)









(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v
4
+
(−9720 b32 + (4095− 7560 b2 − 1080 b1) b3 − 1440 b22
+ (−360 b1 + 2120) b2 + 555 b1) v2 + 1800 b3 + 600 b2 + 1325)
(5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v




b2 + 9 b3 + b1
)
(9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1)
2 v4 + 1
2






b0 + 180 + 27 b2 + 18 b1
)





















(−25 b0 + 3252 − 152 b1) b2 − 52 (−10 + 52 b0 + b1) b1))
/ (5 + (9 b3 + 4 b2 + b1) v
2)
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After solving the system:
PL = 0, PL′ = 0, PL′′ = 0, PL′′′ = 0













where D = v5 (cos (v) + 1) (sin (v))3 and
(12)
b0,num = 192 (cos(v))
6v2 − 126 sin(v)(cos(v))3v3 + 99 sin(v)(cos(v))2v
−126 sin(v)(cos(v))2v3 − 18 sin(v)v3 cos(v) + 630 sin(v)(cos(v))3v
−144 sin(v)(cos(v))6v + 48 sin(v)v3(cos(v))7 − 288 sin(v)(cos(v))7v
−144 (cos(v))2 − 12 (cos(v))3 + 336 (cos(v))4 + 48 sin(v)v3(cos(v))6
+30 v2 + 36 cos(v) + 144 (cos(v))7v2 − 24 (cos(v))5 + 249 (cos(v))2v2
−418 (cos(v))3v2 − 662 (cos(v))4v2 + 148 (cos(v))5v2 − 99 cos(v) sin(v)v
−9 sin(v)v + 66 cos(v)v2 + 96 sin(v)v3(cos(v))5 + 96 sin(v)(cos(v))4v3
−126 sin(v)(cos(v))4v − 18 sin(v)v3 − 192 (cos(v))8 + 176 v2(cos(v))8
−288 sin(v)(cos(v))5v
b1,num = 12 + 352 (cos(v))
6v2 − 36 sin(v)(cos(v))3v3 + 168 sin(v)(cos(v))2v
−100 sin(v)(cos(v))2v3 − 92 sin(v)v3 cos(v) + 96 sin(v)(cos(v))3v
−672 sin(v)(cos(v))6v − 384 (cos(v))7 + 36 (cos(v))2
−48 (cos(v))3 − 48 (cos(v))4 + 128 sin(v)v3(cos(v))6 + 33 v2 − 48 cos(v)
+448 (cos(v))7v2 + 480 (cos(v))5 − 129 (cos(v))2v2 − 196 (cos(v))3v2
−316 (cos(v))4v2 − 464 (cos(v))5v2 + 12 cos(v) sin(v)v − 45 sin(v)v
+197 cos(v)v2 + 128 sin(v)v3(cos(v))5 − 32 sin(v)(cos(v))4v3
+504 sin(v)(cos(v))4v + 4 sin(v)v3 − 288 sin(v)(cos(v))5v
b2,num = 152 (cos(v))
6v2 − 96 (cos(v))6 + 48 sin(v)v3(cos(v))5
−192 sin(v)(cos(v))5v + 104 (cos(v))5v2 − 72 sin(v)(cos(v))4v
+48 sin(v)(cos(v))4v3 − 244 (cos(v))4v2 + 144 (cos(v))4
+216 sin(v)(cos(v))3v − 44 sin(v)(cos(v))3v3 − 134 (cos(v))3v2
−12 (cos(v))3 + 39 sin(v)(cos(v))2v − 44 sin(v)(cos(v))2v3
−48 (cos(v))2 + 79 (cos(v))2v2 − 33 cos(v) sin(v)v − 4 sin(v)v3 cos(v)
+18 cos(v)v2 + 12 cos(v)− 3 sin(v)v − 4 sin(v)v3 + 10 v2
b3,num = 208 (cos(v))
5v2 − 96 (cos(v))5 − 216 sin(v)(cos(v))4v
+120 (cos(v))4v2 + 96 sin(v)(cos(v))4v3 − 360 (cos(v))3v2
+144 (cos(v))3 − 72 sin(v)(cos(v))3v + 72 sin(v)(cos(v))3v3
+252 sin(v)(cos(v))2v − 157 (cos(v))2v2 − 120 sin(v)(cos(v))2v3
−12 (cos(v))2 + 149 cos(v)v2 − 48 cos(v) + 36 cos(v) sin(v)v
−72 sin(v)v3 cos(v)− 45 sin(v)v + 25 v2 + 24 sin(v)v3 + 12
14












































































It is noteworthy that the Taylor series expansions of all four optimized
methods coincide in the constant term and the coefficient of v2 and differ on
the coefficients of v4 and for higher powers.
3.4. Error analysis





























y(10) + 3ω4y(6) + 3ω2y(8) + ω6y(4)
)
h10





6 y(6)ω4 + y(10) + 4 y(4)ω6 + 4ω2y(8) + ω8y(2)
)
h10
where ω is the dominant frequency of the problem. We also present the
principal term of the local truncation error of the above methods for the case







− 45767 yE5 + 228835 y E4
+((−2288350W ′′ − 457670 (W )2)y − 915340 (W ′)y′)E3
+((457670 (W )3 + 3935962W (4) + 6865050W ′′ + 4576700 (W ′)2)y
+3661360 (W (3))y′ + 2746020 (W ′)y′W )E2 + ((−228835 (W )4
−6865050 (W )2W ′′ + (−7871924W (4) − 9153400 (W ′)2)W − 1327243W (6)
−9656837 (W ′′)2 − 15469246 (W ′)W (3))y − 14645440 (W ′)(W ′′)y′
−7322720W (W (3))y′ − 2837554 (W (5))y′ − 2746020 (W )2(W ′)y′)E
+(45767 (W )5 + 2288350 (W )3W ′′ + (3935962W (4) + 4576700 (W ′)2)(W )2
+(1327243W (6) + 9656837 (W ′′)2 + 15469246 (W ′)W (3))W
+2929088 (W ′)W (5) + 45767W (8) + 4485166 (W ′′)W (4)
+10617944 (W ′)2W ′′ + 2562952 (W (3))2)y + 915340 (W )3(W ′)y′
+3661360 (W )2(W (3))y′ + (2837554 (W (5))y′ + 14645440 (W ′)(W ′′)y′)W
+3661360 (W ′)3y′ + 366136 (W (7))y′ + 12814760 (W ′′)(W (3))y′









(−45767W + 45767W )yE4
+((−1281476W ′′ + 183068WW − 183068 (W )2)y − 366136W ′y′)E3
+(((4851302W − 1006874W)W ′′ − 274602 (W )2W + 274602 (W )3
+3203690W (4) + 3295224 (W ′)2)y + ((−549204W + 1647612W )W ′
+2562952W (3))y′)E2 + ((−8970332 (W ′′)2 + (2013748WW
−5858176 (W )2)W ′′ + (−7871924W + 1281476W)(W ′)2
−14279304W ′W (3) + 183068 (W )3W − 183068 (W )4 + 732272W (4)W
−7139652WW (4) − 1281476W (6))y − 12448624W ′W ′′y′
+((1098408WW − 2196816 (W )2)W ′ + 1098408W (3)W
−6224312WW (3) − 2562952W (5))y′)E + ((9656837W
−686505W )(W ′′)2 + (−1006874 (W )2W + 4485166W (4)
+2288350 (W )3 + 10617944 (W ′)2)W ′′ + (4576700 (W )2
−1281476WW)(W ′)2 + (2929088W (5) − 1189942W (3)W
+15469246WW (3))W ′ + 45767W (8) + 45767 (W )5 − 45767 (W )4W
+3935962 (W )2W (4) + (1327243W (6) − 732272W (4)W )W
+2562952 (W (3))2 − 45767W W (6))y + ((−2196816W
+14645440W )W ′ + 12814760W (3))y′W ′′ + (3661360 (W ′)3
+(8238060W (4) + 915340 (W )3 − 549204 (W )2W )W ′
+3661360 (W )2W (3) + (2837554W (5) − 1098408W (3)W )W
−274602W W (5) + 366136W (7))y′
]
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((−45767 (W )2 − 594971W ′′ − 45767W 2
+91534WW)y − 91534W ′y′)E3 + ((137301 (W )3 − 274602 (W )2W
+(3157923W ′′ + 137301W
2
)W + 2517185W (4) − 1373010W ′′W
+2196816 (W ′)2)y + (1647612W (3) − 549204W ′W + 823806W W ′)y′)E2
+((−1235709W (6) − 137301 (W )4 + 274602 (W )3W + (−4851302W ′′
−137301W 2)(W )2 + (−6590448 (W ′)2 + 3386758W ′′W
−6407380W (4))W − 320369W ′′W 2 − 8283827 (W ′′)2 + 1373010W W (4)
+2196816 (W ′)2W − 13089362W ′W (3))y + (−2288350W (5)
−1647612 (W )2W ′ + (−5125904W (3) + 1647612W ′W )W − 274602W ′W 2
−10251808W ′W ′′ + 1830680W W (3))y′)E + (2929088W ′W (5)
+45767W (8) + (1327243W − 91534W )W (6) + 45767 (W )5
−91534 (W )4W + (45767W 2 + 2288350W ′′)(W )3 + (4576700 (W ′)2
−2013748W ′′W + 3935962W (4))(W )2 + (−2562952 (W ′)2W
+9656837 (W ′′)2 + 320369W ′′W
2 − 1464544W W (4)
+15469246W ′W (3))W + (45767W
2
+ 4485166W ′′)W (4)
+10617944 (W ′)2W ′′ − 1373010 (W ′′)2W + 183068 (W ′)2W 2
+2562952 (W (3))2 − 2379884W ′W (3)W )y + ((−549204W
+2837554W )W (5) + 366136W (7) + 915340W ′(W )3 + (−1098408W ′W
+3661360W (3))(W )2 + (−2196816W W (3) + 14645440W ′W ′′
+274602W ′W
2
)W + 8238060W ′W (4) + (12814760W ′′ + 183068W
2
)W (3)
−4393632W ′W ′′W + 3661360 (W ′)3)y′
]
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− 183068 yW ′′E3 + ((45767 (W )3
−137301W (W )2 + (1784913W ′′ + 137301W 2)W − 1235709W W ′′
−45767W 3 + 1281476 (W ′)2 + 1876447W (4))y + 274602W ′y′W
+(915340W (3) − 274602W ′W )y′)E2 + ((−91534 (W )4 + 274602 (W )3W
+(−274602W 2 − 3844428W ′′)(W )2 + (−5675108W (4) + 91534W 3
−5308972 (W ′)2 + 4119030W W ′′)W − 11899420W ′W (3) − 7597322 (W ′′)2
+2746020 (W ′)2W − 823806W 2W ′′ + 1922214W (4)W − 1189942W (6))y
−1098408 (W )2W ′y′ + (−4027496W (3) + 1647612W ′W )y′W
+(2196816W (3)W − 8054992W ′W ′′ − 549204W ′W 2 − 2013748W (5))y′)E
+(45767 (W )5 − 137301 (W )4W + (137301W 2 + 2288350W ′′)(W )3
+(−3020622W W ′′ + 3935962W (4) − 45767W 3 + 4576700 (W ′)2)(W )2
+(9656837 (W ′′)2 + 1327243W (6) − 3844428 (W ′)2W + 961107W 2W ′′
−2196816W (4)W + 15469246W ′W (3))W + 45767W (8) − 137301W (6)W
+2929088W ′W (5) + (4485166W ′′ + 137301W
2
)W (4) + 2562952 (W (3))2
−3569826W ′W (3)W − 2059515 (W ′′)2W + (−45767W 3
+10617944 (W ′)2)W ′′ + 549204 (W ′)2W
2
)y + 915340 (W )3W ′y′
+(−1647612W ′W + 3661360W (3))y′(W )2 + (14645440W ′W ′′
−3295224W (3)W + 823806W ′W 2 + 2837554W (5))y′W
+366136W (7)y′ + (−823806W (5)W + 8238060W ′W (4)
+(549204W
2
+ 12814760W ′′)W (3) − 91534W ′W 3
−6590448W ′W ′′W + 3661360 (W ′)3)y′
]
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((1281476W (4) + (−732272W
+732272W )W ′′ + 549204 (W ′)2)y + 366136W (3)y′)E2 + ((−1144175W (6)
+(2379884W − 4942836W )W (4) − 10709478W ′W (3) − 6910817 (W ′′)2
+(4210564WW − 1373010W 2 − 2837554 (W )2)W ′′
−45767 (W )4 + 183068 (W )3W − 274602 (W )2W 2
+(−4027496 (W ′)2 + 183068W 3)W + 2929088 (W ′)2W
−45767W 4)y + (−1739146W (5) + (2196816W
−2929088W )W (3) + 1098408WW W ′ − 5858176W ′W ′′ − 549204W ′W 2
−549204 (W )2W ′)y′)E + (45767W (8) + (1327243W − 183068W )W (6)
+2929088W ′W (5) + (3935962 (W )2 + 4485166W ′′ + 274602W
2
−2929088WW)W (4) + 2562952 (W (3))2 + (−4759768W ′W
+15469246W W ′)W (3) + (−2746020W + 9656837W )(W ′′)2
+(2288350 (W )3 + 1922214WW
2 − 4027496 (W )2W
+10617944 (W ′)2 − 183068W 3)W ′′ + 45767 (W )5
−183068 (W )4W + 274602 (W )3W 2 + (−183068W 3
+4576700 (W ′)2)(W )2 + (−5125904 (W ′)2W + 45767W 4)W
+1098408 (W ′)2W
2
)y + (366136W (7) + (−1098408W
+2837554W )W (5) + 8238060W ′W (4) + (3661360 (W )2
−4393632WW + 1098408W 2 + 12814760W ′′)W (3) + (−8787264W ′W
+14645440W W ′)W ′′ + 1647612WW
2
W ′ − 2196816 (W )2W W ′
+3661360 (W ′)3 + 915340 (W )3W ′ − 366136W 3W ′)y′
]
The principal terms of the local truncation errors presented above are
collected in respect to the energy E in descending order. As we can easily
see, the maximum power of E in the error for each case is:
• E5 for the classical method
• E4 for the phase-fitted method
• E3 for the zero PL and PL′ method
• E3 for the zero PL, PL′ and PL′′ method and
• E2 for the zero PL, PL′, PL′′ and PL′′′ method.
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A low maximum power of E is crucial when integrating the Schro¨dinger
equation using a high value of energy.
3.5. Stability analysis
The stability analysis of the methods concerns the application of the test
problem y′′ = −ωy.
Here we present the characteristic equations of the five methods:
C.E.Classical = 1 + λ
8 + 1
12096










(61449 s2 − 12096)λ3 + 1
12096
(−23622 s2 + 24192)λ2
+ 1
12096
(17671 s2 − 24192)λ




















)λ2 + (s2 − 416
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λ s(λ− 1)4(cos(s))5 + 48
125
(4 λ sin(s)
+s(λ2 + 4 λ+ 1))(λ− 1)4(cos(s))4 + (−192
125
















+ s2)λ2 − 192
125
λ)s)(cos(s))3 + λ (− 96
125



























































)λ2 + (s2 − 132
65
)λ)s)(1 + λ2 − 2 λ cos(s))s−1
(cos(s) + 1)−1(cos(s)− 1)−3
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(10 s(λ2 + 1 + 6
5
λ)λ sin(s) + λ4s2 + (4 s2 − 6)λ3 + (18− 6 s2)λ2
+(4 s2 − 6)λ+ s2)(λ− 1)2(cos(s))5 + (16 (λ2 − 7
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s2 + 3 + s4)λ
−4
5




λ+ 1)λ (λ− 1)2 sin(s)
+(1 + λ2)(8
5















s2))(1 + λ2 − 2 λ cos(s))s−2
(cos(s) + 1)−2(cos(s)− 1)−3
C.E.3rdDeriv = −(1 + λ2 − 2 λ cos(s))((−883 s2 + 32)λ3(cos(s))7
−8 (λ s(s2 − 6) sin(s) + (4− 31
6
s2)λ2 + 3 λ s2 + 4− 31
6
s2)λ2
(cos(s))6 + 12 (s((−5 + s2)λ2 + (2− 2
3


















−6 (s((s2 − 3)λ4 + (−2 s2 + 4)λ3 + (2
3
s2 + 2)λ2 + (−2 s2 + 4)λ
−3 + s2) sin(s) + 5
3











s2)λ (cos(s))4 + (s(λ6s2 + (6− 6 s2)λ5 + (66− 9 s2)λ4
+(−4 s2 − 3)λ3 + (66− 9 s2)λ2 + (6− 6 s2)λ+ s2) sin(s) + (30 s2 − 12)λ5
+(−245
6




s2 − 4)λ2 + (30 s2 − 12)λ)
(cos(s))3 + (s(λ6s2 + (−21 + 6 s2)λ5 + (−9 s2 + 27
2
)λ4 + (12 s2 − 39)λ3
+(−9 s2 + 27
2





s2 − 16)λ4 + (173
6
s2 − 2)λ3 + (44
3
s2 − 16)λ2 + (157
12
s2 + 1)λ)(cos(s))2
+(−s(λ6s2 + (3− 6 s2)λ5 + (3 s2 + 9)λ4 + (−12 s2 + 3)λ3 + (3 s2 + 9)λ2









s2 + 4)λ2 + (4− 149
12





+ 2 s2)λ2 − 15
4
λ+ s2)s(1 + λ2) sin(s) + (−1− 25
12
s2)λ5 + 5 λ4s2
+(−2− 37
6
s2)λ3 + 5 λ2s2 + (−1− 25
12
s2)λ)s−3(cos(s) + 1)−1(sin(s))−3
From the characteristic equations we evaluate s0 and the interval of pe-
riodicity [0, s20]. These are given below:
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• s0 = 0.754 ([0, 0.569]) for the classical method
• s0 = 0.803 ([0, 0.645]) for the phase-fitted method
• s0 = 0.874 ([0, 0.763]) for the zero PL and PL′ method
• s0 = 1.010 ([0, 1.020]) for the zero PL, PL′ and PL′′ method and
• s0 = 1.865 ([0, 3.478]) for the zero PL, PL′, PL′′ and PL′′′ method.
As we can see, by requiring higher derivatives of the phase-lag to be




The efficiency of the two newly constructed methods will be measured
through the integration of two real initial value problems with oscillating
solutions.
4.1.1. The Schro¨dinger equation










is the centrifugal potential, V (x) is the potential, E is the energy
andW (x) = l(l+1)
x2
+V (x) is the effective potential. It is valid that lim
x→∞
V (x) =
0 and therefore lim
x→∞
W (x) = 0.
We consider E > 0 and divide [0,∞) into subintervals [ai, bi] so thatW (x)
is a constant with value Wi. After this the problem (13) can be expressed by
the approximation
y′′i = (W − E) yi, whose solution is











Ai, Bi ∈ R.
(14)
We will integrate problem (13) with l = 0 at the interval [0, 15] using the














u0 = −50, a = 0.6, x0 = 7 and u1 = −u0
a
and with boundary condition y(0) = 0.
The potential V (x) decays more quickly than l (l+1)
x2
, so for large x (asymptotic








The last equation has two linearly independent solutions k x jl(k x) and
k xnl(k x), where jl and nl are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions.
When x→∞ the solution takes the asymptotic form
y(x) ≈ Ak x jl(k x)−B k xnl(k x)
≈ D[sin(k x− π l/2) + tan(δl) cos (k x− π l/2)], (17)




y(xi+1)C(xi)− y(xi)C(xi+1) , (18)
where S(x) = k x jl(k x), C(x) = k xnl(k x) and xi < xi+1 and both belong
to the asymptotic region. Given the energy we approximate the phase shift,
the accurate value of which is π/2 for the above problem.
We will use three different values for the energy:
• E1 = 989.701916
• E2 = 341.495874
• E3 = 163.215341
As for the frequency w we will use the suggestion of Ixaru and Rizea [11]:
ω =
{√
E − 50, x ∈ [0, 6.5]√
E, x ∈ [6.5, 15] (19)
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4.1.2. The N-Body Problem
The N-body problem is the problem that concerns the movement of N








|−→yj −−→yi |3 , i = 1, 2, .., N (20)
where G is the gravitational constant, mj is the mass of body j and
−→yi is the
vector of the position of body i.
It is easy to see that each vector differential equation of (20) can be
analyzed into three simplified differential equations, that express the three
directions x, y, z. So −→yj −−→yi expresses the difference between the coordinates
of bodies j and i for the corresponding direction, while |−→yj − −→yi | represents
the distance between bodies i and j.
The above system of ODEs cannot be solved analytically. Instead we
produce a highly accurate numerical solution by using a 10-stage implicit
Runge-Kutta method of Gauss with 20th algebraic order, that is also sym-
plectic and A-stable. The method can be easily reproduced using simplifying
assumptions for the order conditions (see [7]).
The reference solution is obtained by using the previous method to in-
tegrate the N-body problem for a specific time-span and for different step-
lengths.
In order to find the step-length hopt that gives the best approximation,
we have to keep in mind that the total error of a numerical method that
integrates a system of ODEs consists of the error due to the truncation error
of the method and the roundoff error of all computations. While the global
truncation error of the method tends to zero, while h decreases, the opposite
happens to the roundoff, which tends to infinity.
If yacc is the analytical solution for a specific time-span of the problem,
then let ǫn = ||yhn − yacc|| and εn = ||yhn+1 − yhn ||, where yhn is the approx-
imate solution of y using a step-length hn. ǫn represents the actual error
of the approximation and εn is the best known approximation to the actual
error, being the difference of two approximations with different step-lengths.
We see that, when hn → hopt ⇒ ǫn → ǫmin and εn → εmin. The minimum
values of the errors ǫmin and εmin are positive numbers and depend on the
software that is used for the integration and the computer system that it
runs on. We can also see that ǫn and εn have similar behavior around nopt,
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meaning that they increase and decrease simultaneously. According to these
we find the step-length hopt that minimizes εn, which is easily calculated for
every hn.
In [8] the data for the five outer planet problem is given. This system
consists of the sun and the five most distant planets of the solar system.
In Table 21 we can see the masses, the initial position components and the
initial velocity components of the six bodies. Masses are relative to the sun,
so that the sun has mass 1. In the computations the sun with the four inner
planets are considered one body, so the mass is larger than one. Distances
are in astronomical units, time is in earth days and the gravitational constant
is G = 2.95912208286 · 10−4.
P lanet Mass Initial Position Initial V elocity
Sun 1.00000597682 0 0
0 0
0 0
Jupiter 0.000954786104043 −3.5023653 0.00565429
−3.8169847 −0.00412490
−1.5507963 −0.00190589
Saturn 0.000285583733151 9.0755314 0.00168318
−3.0458353 0.00483525
−1.6483708 0.00192462
Uranus 0.0000437273164546 8.3101420 0.00354178
−16.2901086 0.00137102
−7.2521278 0.00055029
Neptune 0.0000517759138449 11.4707666 0.00288930
−25.7294829 0.00114527
−10.8169456 0.00039677




The system of equations (20) has been solved for t ∈ [0, 106], for which
time-span, the previously mentioned method of Gauss produces a 10.5 deci-
mal digits solution.
We have used ω = 0.00145044732989, which is the dominant frequency of
the problem, as evaluated by the square root of the spectral radius of matrix
A, if the problem is expressed in the form y′′ = Ay +B.
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4.2. The methods
• The classical method developed by Quinlan and Tremaine [18]
• The phase-fitted method developed by Panopoulos, Anastassi and
Simos [16]
• The zero PL and PL′ method developed here
• The zero PL, PL′ and PL′′ developed here
• The zero PL, PL′, PL′′ and PL′′′ developed here
4.3. Comparison
We are presenting the accuracy of the methods expressed by − log10(error
at the end point) versus the log10(total steps). In Figures 1, 2 and 3 we
are presenting the efficiency of the methods for the Schro¨dinger equation
using a value for the energy equal to i) 989.701916, ii) 341.495874 and iii)
163.215341. Also in Figure 4 we present the efficiency for the N-body problem
and particularly the five outer planet problem.
We see that for each successive derivative of the phase-lag nullified, we
gain in efficiency for both IVPs tested here.
5. Conclusions
We have developed three new optimized eight-step symmetric methods
with zero phase-lag and derivatives. We showed that the more derivatives
of the phase-lag are vanished, the bigger the interval of periodicity and the
higher the efficiency of the method. This is the case for both problems tested
here. Also the local error truncation analysis shows the relation of the error to
the energy, revealing the importance of nullified phase-lag derivatives when
integrating the Schro¨dinger equation, especially when using high value of
energy.
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